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The article deals with the national peculiarities of Uzbekistan. Various definitions of the concept 

of «national characteristics» are given. The geographical, ethnic, demographic, and economic 
features of modern Uzbekistan are listed. Further directions of development of national potential of 
the country are given. 
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Uzbekistan is one of the biggest countries in the world. It has area of 448,900 square kilometers. It 

is almost as big as Spain. Uzbekistan is twice as big as Great Britain and one and half times as big as 
Italy. The real treasure of this country is its hard-working, generous and hospitable people. The first Pres-
ident of Uzbekistan I.A. Karimov said about that: «The richest wealth of society is nation and it includes 
poetic value and powerful ability. Realizing this ability will be very powerful factor to develop and prosper 
our society. Human’s ability is the most active and creative foundation and it provides the country to go 
forward on the way of reforms and basis changes without stopping». The authors of «Independence: 
explanatory scientific-social dictionary» are described national ability like that: «National ability is the 
power and capacity of nation, population, country and state, and it consists of existent inner, hidden and 
which expresses itself at its planned time, economical, scientific, cultural and so on possibilities». If is 
known that, like events and occurrences, national power was formed slowly with the effect on the objective 
and subjective factors. Generally, objective factors are understood the extend of land which population 
live, living conditions, natural environment, having ground and underground treasures, the number of 
population, variety of fauna and flora, majority of hydro sources, the quantity and rate of sunny days and 
so on. Subjective factors of national ability are: literacy rate of population, establishing useful and profita-
ble relations with neighbor countries, friendship, agreement and cooperation between all the nations, re-
ligions, social groups and stratum of the state. If in a country has objective factors but the nation, nation-
ality, clan and ethnic group are stay separated, dispersed and unfriendly, this country remains undevel-
oped and poor. Conversely, if subjective factors – natural conditions are inconvenient, there won’t be 
considerable results. The reason of great results of today’s developed countries is they have both sub-
jective and objective factors also, they used efficiency, diligence, and initiation, moreover, their life pace 
was always high. 
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Broadly speaking, as developing society the importance of subjective factors is increasing year by 
year. Nowadays developed countries making miraculous changes in some parts of the earth with incon-
venient natural conditions with the power of modern technological facilities and scientific inventions for 
example, in Iceland, which is located near the northern Pole, growing subtopic fruit with the help of under 
boiling water of underground geyser. Or Japan, where has the lack of underground treasure created the 
most advanced industry, technics, technology and practical science and producing the most competitive 
products in the world. We can give a lot of examples. We must emphasis that, the power and effect of 
human power especially is marked with high spirit and economical and social development rate of the 
society. It is formed with the knowledge rate of population, professional qualifications system of employ-
ment and other conditions. Our motherland has high national ability. Uzbekistan is located in naturally 
convenient part of Central Asia. The area of countries, which are bordered us, includes on average about 
of 3/2 deserts, hills and high mountains but on the contrary, our country rich in green valleys and fertile 
soil. 3/2 parts of our country is very convenient for agriculture and cattle – raising. Our land is rich in 
mineral resources. Our Republic’s  cotton, silk, the tightly curled dark pelt of an Astrakhan lamb, gold, 
uranium, oil, gas, copper and other sources, besides industrial enterprises and scientific canters, which 
is organized in independent years, are also includes our national ability. It is known that, to form human’s 
ability and labor reserves social – demographic situation plays the main role. 

Our country has its own specific peculiarity: in our land the rate of population is much higher. On 
this field Uzbekistan is leader between CIS countries. Nowadays, our population is increasing 500-550 
thousand people every year and 32 million people living in our country. 

According to the extend of its land Uzbekistan is on the 55-place in the world, according to the 
number of its population on the 40-place, but on cotton 6-place, on uranium 5-place, on the tightly curled 
dark pelt of an Astrakhan lamb on 2-place, on tungsten on 6-place, on gold on 9-place. 

One of the uniqueness of our national ability is depend on family system. In Uzbekistan marriage 
rate is high, family divorcing rate is very low. 47 percent of babies born in USA is born out of wedlock. Our 
firs president said: «Family, is one of the most priceless value and it is formed according to the multicenter 
traditions and nations spirit Basically, in our republic families are multimember and different generation 
representatives live and housekeep in it. It helps them to bring up children and gives them many oppor-
tunities to inform and teach children about humanistic spiritual values and traditions, to increase their 
knowledge so the children from these families learn diligence, respect for elderly and strong aspiration for 
knowledge at their early childhood years». 

Nowadays Uzbekistan has great labor potential Labor reserves includes 50 percentage of whole 
population. They are increasing 250-300 thousand people every year. One important point of our labor 
potential is that it consists of different age and occupation. The average age of citizen of Uzbekistan is 
24, and 64 percentage of that population  are up to 30 and 48 percentage of them up to 18 people. One 
of third population is busy with agriculture. Our next task is to direct them to other economical fields, 
including industry and service. 

We shouldn’t employ, all of the people who want to work, we should create social directness and 
make employment with it. 

One of the most important thing in our potential is high education rate. In our country of 99,06 
percentage of our population. According to literacy Uzbekistan is equal to Italy and below Turkey. In Uz-
bekistan compulsory education is confirmed with law. Children can take compulsory education in the wide 
system of common secondary schools, academic lyceums, gymnasiums and colleges. Today 143 people 
of from every 1000 people between 15 years old and below have higher or incomplete higher education 
200 people from every 1000 people have secondary special education every 1 people from every 4 people 
who are busy in material work have higher or secondary special education. Today in republic has about 
70 establishments. They are the stem of our education. 

Nowadays our state are taking care of youth, to inform and teach them with international subjects 
and education. Some European and Asian universities opened their branch in Uzbekistan, for example 
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Westminster University, Singapore Management Developing Institution, Turin poly technical University, 
Russian oil and gas University, Moscow State University, Russian Economical University. In correspond-
ence with Cambridge University established educational-experimental centre with modern and high tech-
nologies. On September, 2014 Inha University of Southern Korea began its work. According to negotia-
tions in 2017 some American University branches will be opened in the future. 

Thousands of our gifted youth representatives studying in the universities of Japan, Germany, 
Southern Korea, China, Great Britain, USA, France and other countries and this opportunities help them 
to increase their qualifications and knowledge. 35 percentage of state budget is directed for education 
and upbringing. 

Honest people are concluding our wide variety of works in education and training. By World Herit-
age Site and international leading business school «INSEAD» arrived out a research. According to this 
research Uzbekistan took 53-place among 141 countries on the development of human’s CapitaLand it 
took 5-place on the development of educational system and spend money on educational purposes. It is 
not in vain, certainly. 

To emphasis, that 1250 foreign students from over 40 countries are studying in Uzbekistan. 
In order to develop national potential and our country rapidly we should progress scientific infra-

structure. In our republic has built powerful intellectual potential of science. Its achievements are used 
everyday life and other fields. This intellectual potential is better than most of developing countries with 
its developing degree and innovative discoveries and opportunities. 

Without doubt, the foundation of this Uzbek potential was built many centuries ago. A lot of knowl-
edgeable ancestors are popular around the world with their works. They are: mathematician and astron-
omers-Al-Khorazmi, Fargoni, Djavkhari, Marvazi and Ulugbek; philosopher and theolog-lawyers-Farobi, 
Imam Bukhori, Imam Termizi,Marginoni, Nasafi; encyclopedic scientists-Beruni, Ibn Sino; linguist-poets-
Koshgari, Yusuf Khos Khojib, Zamakhshari, Alisher Navoi; historians-Mirzo Babur, Abulgozi Bakhodirxon, 
Ogahi and other great people. 

Nowadays Uzbekistan has become great scientific centre in Central Asia.Academy of Sciences, 
includes higher educational establishments and other 362 establishments, for example, 101 scientific-
research institutions, 55 scientific-research departments of university and institutions, 65 project-construc-
tion organizations, 32 scientific-producing cooperation and practice enterprises and 30 communication-
count canters. The root of scientific potential is Republic’s Academy of Sciences. It was founded in 1943. 
It includes Nuclear physics Institution, «Physics-The Sun» scientific-producing cooperation, «Biologist» 
IIB, complex high astronomical observatories in Maydanak mountains and others making successful re-
searches. In scientific field about 3000 Ph.D’s and about 17000 candidates of science are working. 

In mathematics the achievements in the fields of possibility and mathematical statistics, differential 
equation and mathematical physics, functional analysis are famous throughout the world. 

Our geologists researched ecological, geophysical and geochemical sides of the earth and made 
many important works on appearing ores, developed metallogenesis and learning appearing oil helped 
our republic to build great base of mineral raw materials. Our scientists also researched the geological 
reasons and conditions of earthquakes and discovered hydro seismological methods to predict earth-
quake in advance, they developed the map of seismological active areas. As a result, the endurance of 
buildings is maintained. The researches of our scientists on molecular genetics, genetic engineering and 
biotechnology have a big importance on agriculture, microbiology industry and protecting environment. 
They worked on efficient, eco-friendly fertilizers, new types of in toxic defoliants, new medicines and sub-
stances which helps plants to grow better .They created over 30 new types of cotton plant. In our country 
developed researches on nuclear and elementary particle physics, radiation physics and materialism. 
Uzbekistan is recognized all over the world for the works of our scientists on radiation materialism and 
heliomaterialism. There are being carried out researches to find out new types of energy. In order to learn 
our and world history, cultural and spiritual wealth our state is doing plentiful works. New researches are 
being carried out in the field of learning ontogenesis and analyses it honestly, traditions, our life style and 
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culture. Developing human’s ability needs good health care and to improve communal-sustaining service 
of inhabitants. About 80 thousands specialist-doctors are giving medical care to population on different 
specialty. Over 15 thousand exemplary houses and flats were built in 2017.Basic changes are doing on 
the energetic system and maintaining population with gas. Building railroads, for example, Navoi-
Uchkuduk, Sulton Uvays-Nukus (342 km), Toshguzar-Boisun-Kumkorgan (223 km) and Angren-Pop 
(which includes a 19-metre-long tonal in itself) were given to use and these events opened big opportu-
nities for our country, for developing its economics. Opportunities of national company «Uzbekistan Air-
ways» have increased. Even the longest districts maintained with automobile-transport communication 
opportunities. We own the opportunity of to reach the sea ports. In near future we can fully use our «south-
ern road», southern, southern-eastern roads to get world trade. With the help and cooperation of foreign 
companies, for example, «Motorola» (USA), «Siemens», «Alcatel» (Germany), «DEU» our company is 
renewing telecommunication branches. Facts, factors which are noted above means that our national 
ability very great. Without doubt, our country will join the group of developed countries in near future. 
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НАШИ НАЦИОНАЛЬНЫЕ ОСОБЕННОСТИ 
 

В статье говорится о национальных особенностях Узбекистана. Приводятся различные опре-
деления понятия “национальные особенности”. Перечислены географические, этнические, демогра-
фические, экономические особенности современного Узбекистана. Приведены дальнейшие направ-
ления развития национального потенциала страны. 
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